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aob

4

Happy Valentine's Day

America's first postal holiday: going point-to-point

"The introduction of the printed valentine 

greetings in the 1840s was part of the 

cultural context of the postal revolution... 

encouraged, publicized, and celebrated 

popular interest in the post."

David Henkin,  The Postal Age   ch 6. 

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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in
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news
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(heart)
breaking

news

6
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scientific revolution

putting the other "Rs" in their place

"The Scientific Revolution outshines everything 

since the rise of Christianity and reduces the 

Renaissance and Reformation to the rank of mere 

episodes, mere internal displacements within the 

system of medieval Christianity."

--Herbert Butterfield,  
The Origins of Modern Science, 1300-1800,  1948

7
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English Civil War, 1642-1649

death of Charles I

Commonwealth & Protectorate, 1649-1659

Restoration, 1660

return of Charles II

Great Plague, 1665

Fire of London, 1666

10

"Those dreadful 

revolutions, 

which cannot be 

beheld upon 

Paper, without 

horror; unless 

we remember, 

that they had 

this one happy 

effect, to open 

mens eies to 

look out for the 

true Remedy.” 

--Sprat, History

context:
political revolution

Thursday, February 14, 2013



print's legacy:
almanacks & prophecy

"La sange du juste à Londres fera faute
Bruslez par foudre de vingt trois le six,
La dame antique cherra de place haute
De meme sute plusiers seront occis"

"Sir Thomas Crewe...hath heard at the Committee for 
examining the burning of the city, ... .that it was 
done by plots ... it was bragged by several Papists 
that upon such a day in such a time, we should find 
the hottest weather that ever was in England; and 
words of plainer sense"   --Pepys, November 2, 1666

"We talked much of Nostradamus his prophecy of these 
times, and the burning of the City of London, some 
of whose verses are put into Booker's Almanac this 
year .... My Lady Carteret herself did tell us how 
abundance of pieces of burnt paper were cast by the 
wind .. .she took one up ... wheron there remained 
no more nor less than these words: "Time is, it is 
done"                  --Pepys, February 3, 1666/7 
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modern media
"I lately dropped into a Coffee-House at 

Westminster, where I found the Room hung around 

with ... Elixirs, Tincture, the Anodine Fotus, 

English Pills, Electuaries, and in short, more 

remedies than I believe there are diseases."

--Spector

"... they will gather together about one that can 

read, ... where the principles of rebellion are 

instilled into them." 

--Charles Leslie, The Rehearsal, 1750

12

coming up: the public sphere

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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whom to trust
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proto science
scientific rumblings
Roger Bacon scientia experimentalis

"disregarding the crowd's approach"

Francis Bacon, New Atlantis
idols of the tribe

idols of the cave

idols of the market place

idols of the theatre

14

Francis Bacon
1561-1626

Roger Bacon
c 1214-1292

"[FB] sought and gather'd for our use the Tru"

--Cowley "To the Royal Society"

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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their purpose
"... is, in short, to make faithful Records, 

of all the Works of Nature, or Art, which can 

come within their reach: that so the present 

Age, and posterity, may be able to put a mark 

on the Errors, which have been strengthened 

by long prescription: to restore the Truths, 

that have lain neglected: ... to separate the 

knowledge of Nature, from the colours of 

Rhetorick, the devices of Fancy, or the 

delightful deceit of Fables."   

--Sprat
15
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fables to truth
from Ptolemy (c. 100-170)

to 

Copernicus, Galileo, Tycho,  Kepler, Newton

from Hippocrates (460-375 bce), Galen (c. 129-216)

Ayurveda,   Yellow Emperor's Inner Canon

to

Paracelsus (1493-1541), taught by Trithemius

Harvey (1578-1657) 

16

"Why do we not, 
I say, turn 
over the living 
book of the 
world instead 
of dead 
papers."

John Comenius
(1592-1670)

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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don'f forget
al-Zahrawi [Albucasis] (936-1013), Al-Tasrif 

(An Aid for those Who Lack the Capacity to Read Big Books) 

--surgery, orthopedics, ophthalmology, nutrition

republished over 700 years (see Albucasis de Chirurgia, 1778) 

Ibn al-Haytham [Alhazen] (965-1040)
--optics; Euclid's Elements, doubts about Ptolemy
influence Roger Bacon, Kepler

Ali Qushji (1403-1474)

17
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followers

Wilkins (1614-1672)

Boyle (1627-1691)

Wren (1632-1723)

Locke (1632-1704) 

Hooke (1635-1703)

Newton (1642-1727) 

Halley (1656-1742)

Pepys (1633-1703)

Evelyn (1620-1701)

Moxon (1627-1691)

Graunt (1620-1674)

Petty (1623-1687) ...

Benjamin Franklin 
(1706-1790)

18

"Followers of 

nature itself 

and truth"

-Henry Oldenburg

Gresham College
28 Nov 1660 "that future times should hear the names of 

its first Promoters"

"by the influence, which these Gentlemen had over 
the rest, that the University it self ... was sav'd 
from ruine." --- Sprat

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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revolutionary beliefs
new scientists

"Men did generally think, that no man was fit 

to meddle in matters of this consequence, but 

he that had bred himself up in a long course 

of Discipline for that purpose; that had the 

habit, the gesture, the look of a 

Philosopher.  Whereas experience on the 

contrary tells us, that greater things are 

produc'd, by the free way, than the formal."

-Sprat 

19

Nullius in Verba

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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revolutionary beliefs

"oportet praeterea, liberali animo philosophum 
esse"                    

--Alcinous (?1 cent CE)

"filosofar vuol esser libero"  
-- Galileo

"libertas philosophandi" 
--Kepler, Descartes, Spinoza

20

"information wants to be free"

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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who to trust

Sprat's model
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Sprat's model
knowledge of Nature

"They have labor'd to inlarge it, from being 

confin'd to the custody of a few; or from 

servitude to private interests. 

"They have striven to preserve it from being 

over-press'd by a confus'd heap of vain, and 

useless particulars; or from being straitned 

and bounded too much up by General 

Doctrines."

22
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Sprat's model
Not so much, by any solemnity of Laws, or ostentation of 

Ceremonies, as by solid Practice, and examples: not, by a 

glorious pomp of Words; but by the silent, effectual, and 

unanswerable Arguments of real Productions. 

Members ... different Religions, Countries, and Professions ... 

not to lay the Foundation of an English, Scotch, Irish, Popish, 

or Protestant Philosophy; but a Philosophy of Mankind.   ... 

the Church of England ought not to be apprehensive

the general Banck, and Free-Port of the world

... receive strangers from all countries, into its number
23

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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observation & 
experimentation

Hooke & Boyle 

"Trials in Chymistry, or Mechanicks ...

the right Art of Experimenting"

--Sprat

justifying technology

"I judged that whatever men's eyes were 

in the younger age of the World, our 

eyes in this old age of it needed 

spectacles" 

--Hooke

24

Robert Hooke
1635-1703

Robert Boyle
1627-1691

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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communication

corresponding secretary
"their intention was more to communicate to each 

other their discoveries ... some resemblance, to 

the Academy lately begun at Paris ... to all the 

learned world they called for aid"

--Sprat

25

Henry Oldenburg
1619-1677

John Wilkins
1614-1672

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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"publish'd to the world"
"[Publication] is a most heroick Invention: For 

by such concealments, there may come very much 

hurt to mankind. If any certain remedy should 

be found out against an Epidemical disease; if 

it were suffer'd to be ingross'd by one man, 

there would be great swarms swept away, which 

otherwise might be easily sav'd." 

-- Sprat

"Hooke concealed his invention about Watches 

too long; pray tell him not to do so with what 

other things hee hath of that kind

--Oldenburg
26
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journals
Journal des Scavans, 1665     Philosophical Transactions, 1665

27
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not so philosophical
philosophers, physicians, and mechanics

"this freedom ... which they use in embracing all 

assistance ... is most advantageous to them"

--Sprat

30

Joseph Moxon
1627-1691

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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whom to trust
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failed demos
royal mockery

"the King came and stayed an hour or two laughing 
at Sir W. Petty, who was there about his boat; 
and at Gresham College in general; at which poor 
Petty was, I perceive, at some loss; but did 
argue discreetly, and bear the unreasonable 
follies of the King’s objections and other 
bystanders with great discretion; .. but the 
King ... cried him down with words only. Gresham 
College he mightily laughed at, for spending time 
only in weighing of ayre, and doing nothing else 
since they sat."

--Pepys, February 1, 1663/4 
32

Charles II
1630-1685

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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trouble for the virtuosi
airheads

"I have sent one to weigh Air at the Picque of 

Teneriff that's the lightest Air. I shall have 

a considerable Cargo of that Air. Sheerness 

and the Isle of Dogs Air is the heaviest. Now 

if I have a mind to take Countrey Air, I send 

for, may be, forty Gallons of Bury Air, shut 

all my windows and doors close and let it fly 

in my Chamber.”

Shadwell, Virtuoso 1676

33

Thomas Shadwell
1642-1692

"Vertuous, and Learned Men"  -- Sprat

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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who to trust

plague
pox
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health sciences
dashed hopes

"[T]he time was supposed to be near, when  ... 

health [should] be secured by the universal 

medicine;

"The society met and parted without any visible 

diminution of the miseries of life. The gout 

and stone were still painful."

--Samuel Johnson, Idler 1759 

35

Samuel Johnson
1708-1784

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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slow progress
The plague is much in Amsterdam, and we in fears of it here. 

Pepys, Dec. 31, 1663 

The talk upon the 'Change is, that De Ruyter is dead, with 

fifty men of his own ship, of the plague, at Cales 
June 30, 1664

We were told to-day of a Dutch ship ... where all the men were 

dead of the plague, and the ship cast ashore at Gottenburgh

Sept. 24, 1664

Thence to the Coffee-house ...  where all the newes is of the 

Dutch ... and of the plague growing upon us in this towne

May 24, 1665
36
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slow progress

The towne grows very sickly, and people to be 

afeard of it; there dying this last week of the 

plague 112, from 43 the week before. The 

Mortality Bill is come to 267;  June 29th, 1665    

Above 700 died of the plague this week. 

July 13, 1665

The sickness is... almost every where, there 

dying 1089 of the plague this week.  

July 19, 1665

37
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plague years
print: solution or problem?
"Some endavours were used to suppress the printing 

of such books as terrified the people... these 

terrors ... led them into a thousand weak, foolish, 

and wicked things .. running about to fortune 

tellers ... streets were plastered over with 

doctors' bills and papers of ignorant fellows, 

quacking and tampering in physic, and inviting 

people to come to them for remedies . 'infallible 

preventive pills against the plague' ... 'Sovereign 

cordials against the corruption of the air"  

--Defoe, Journal of the Plague Year, 1722
39
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advice of the physician
PROCLAMATION

"'That no hogs dogs, or cats, ... be kept within any part of 

the city' ...

"Wherefore were we ordered to kill all the dogs and cats, but 

because as they were domestic animals, and are apt to run 

from house to house ...so they are capable of carrying ... 

infectious streams ... even in their furs and hair ... by the 

advice of the physician, that all dogs and cats should be 

immediately killed."

--Defoe, Plague Years 
40
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pox
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smallpox

Queen Anne (1665-1714) 
17 pregnancies, 3 still births, 10 miscarriages

3 died in infancy of smallpox

William Duke of Gloucester (1689-1700)

Plains Indians

perhaps 90% of indigenous population

42

nasty, brutish, and short

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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scientific revolution
inoculation/variolation
India:                            8th century

China:                         10th century

Tibet:                          11th century

Africa:                          ?

Turkey:                       ?16th century

England,  France,  US:   18th century

recurring resistance 
18th, 19th, 20th, 21st century

43
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RS precedent
"further improving of Bathing and 

Syringing into the veins, .... several 

ways, whereby several obstinate 

distempers of a humane body, such as the 

Gout, Dropsie, Stone, &c. might be 

mastered and expelled"   

--Hooke, Micrographia

(about Wren's experiments)

44
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inoculation
England,  France,  US 18th century

England
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu

France

Montpelier, but not Paris

US

Onesimus

45

Lady Mary Wortley 
Montagu
1689-1762

by
John Arbuthnot

1667-1735
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mad men
"It is whispered in Christian Europe that the English are mad 

and maniacs: mad because they give their children smallpox 

to prevent their getting it, and maniacs because they 

cheerfully communicate to their children a certain and 

terrible illness with the object of preventing an uncertain 

one. The English on their side say: 'The other Europeans are 

cowardly and unnatural: cowardly in that they are afraid of 

giving a little pain to their children, and unnatural 

because they expose them to death from smallpox some time in 

the future.' To judge who is right in this dispute, here is 

the history of this famous inoculation which is spoken of 

with such horror outside England."  

--Voltaire, Letters on England
46

Voltaire
[François-Marie Arouet]
1694-1778
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crossing the Atlantic
Boston outbreak 1721 

“Inquiring of my Negro-man, Onesimus, who is a 

pretty intelligent fellow, whether he had ever 

had the smallpox, he answered both yes and no. 

He told me that he had undergone the operation 

which had given something of the smallpox and 

would forever preserve him from it, adding 

that was often used in West Africa."

--Cotton Mather

47

Cotton Mather
1663-1728

"Cotton Mather, you dog, dam you! I'l 

inoculate you with this; with a pox to 

you"  [note attached to missile]
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more 
paradox

48

Benjamin Franklin
1706-1790
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whom to trust

"Truth is not enough for 

you; you think it matters 

who the speaker is and where 

he comes from."
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big data

1603: regular bills of mortality

1611: incorporation of parish clerks
counting by "searchers"

1629: other deaths

1728: age of deceased

1837: last bills

50

The Mortality Bill is come to 267;  June 29th, 1665    

Above 700 died of the plague this week. 

July 13, 1665

Thursday, February 14, 2013
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political arithmetic

William Petty, RS

surveyor

Political Arithmetic of Ireland

velocity of circulation

natural vs market price

economic surplus

population change

51

William Petty
1623-1687
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in a class of his own?
John Graunt, RS
Natural and Political 
Observations ... 
upon the Bills of Mortality
1662

52

"His Majesty gave 

this particular 

charge to His 

Society, that if 

they found any 

more such 

Tradesmen, they 

should be sure to 

admit them all, 

without any more 

ado."

--Sprat

John Graunt
1620-1674
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open science

matters of trust

in books

in machines

in people

53
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whom to trust
Hooke's
 subordination 

Graunt's

"shop arithmetic"

Petty 

Anne Greene

54

"the distribution 
of credibility 
followed the 
contours of 
English society"

--Steven Shapin

Nullius in Verba
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whom to trust?
Cotton Mather

Wonders of the Invisible World, 1693

Benjamin Franklin

Fellow of the Royal Society

55
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social revolution?
significant developments?
scientific societies
the English gentleman

"Though the Society entertains very many men of particular 

Professions; yet the farr greater Number are Gentlemen, free, and 

unconfin'd. ...

"to commit the Work to the care of such men, who, by the freedom of 

their education the plenty of their estates, and the usual 

generosity of Noble Bloud, may be well suppos'd to be most averse 

from such sordid considerations."
56

Nullius in Verba?
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"we find many 
Noble Rarities to 
be every day 
given in, not 
onely by the 
hands of Learned 
and profess'd 
Philosophers; but 
from the Shops of 
Mechanicks; from 
the Voyages of 
Merchants; from 
the Ploughs of 
Husbandmen; from 
the Sports, the 
Fishponds, the 
Parks, the 
Gardens of 
Gentlemen"

--Sprat

establishing authority

Nullius in Verba
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exclusivity

58

Nullius in Verba?
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battling books

59

"Elixirs, Tincture, the Anodine Fotus, English 

Pills, Electuaries, and in short, more 

remedies than I believe there are diseases."
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going closed?

Let us consider the matter in this way:  If the wise man or any 

other man wants to distinguish the true physician from the false, 

how will he proceed? 

.... He will consider whether what [the physician] says is true, 

and whether what he does is right, in relation to health and 

disease?

... But can any one attain the knowledge of either 

unless he have a knowledge of medicine?

... No one at all, it would seem, except the physician can have 

this knowledge; and therefore not the wise man; he would have to 

be a physician as well as a wise man.           --Plato, Charmides
60

Nullius in Verba?
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open again

61

"experience ... 

tells us, that 

greater things 

are produc'd, by 

the free way, 

than the formal"

--Sprat US 19th Century

dismantling medical 
societies

resisting vaccination

opposing controls on 
food and drugs
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a revolution?

"Men did generally think, that no man was 

fit to meddle in matters of this 

consequence, but he that had bred himself 

up in a long course of Discipline for that 

purpose; that had the habit, the gesture, 

the look of a Philosopher.  Whereas 

experience on the contrary tells us, that 

greater things are produc'd, by the free 

way, than the formal."

-Sprat 

62
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a revolution?

"Men did generally think, that no man was 
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the look of a Philosopher.  Whereas 
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up ahead

63
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assignment
Darnton shows us how news travelled in 
eighteenth century Paris.  With his example of 
the multiple channels, sources, and media in 
mind, compare how a particular item of news 
travels in your world with how it seems to have 
travelled in the café society you read about in 
the four articles from the Spectator and 
Tatler.

64
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